
The composition I chose is one of significant meaning, in fact the event associated with this jacket was so 
traumatic that out of all my clothes the day after it happened, I just remembered this was all that I was allowed
to keep. When I composed this ensemble of colors, I wanted to use water color and allow it to bleed on a 
stiffened piece of bristol paper. This jacket along with it’s position slumping into fear is a wonderful example
of a very tender part of my personality. The watercolor bleeds in red to signify a violent crime against the psyche
but, it is held into place by a thick paper with smooth finish; which represents my iron will and sense of stoicism.
I am not sure if everyone can relate to this piece however, unless they are victims or survivors themselves of some 
trauma. 



In the beginning I wished to draw a coat with numerous buttons which was worn althroughout a bout of
anorexia I suffered in beauty pagents growing up. Suprisingly it still fits; my body and my mind has been perma-
nently altered- but I realized if I were to draw something of the deepest sentimental value to me- it would be the 
jacket. With its sailboat pattern abound- strangely encapsulating a time in my life when I only wanted to escape
from everything and that is what put me in danger I suppose. Yet the sailboat also represents an ability to move
forward despite “stormy weather;” to summarize- strength. 



I began by creating quick studies of my jacket, and 
decided due to my detail oriented nature I wanted to stick with a line drawing, from there I drafted the garment 
full scale on bristol in a position that resembles fear, and went along with the pattern and colors in watercolor, 
allowing the red to bleed through of course. 



Once I finished this project, I realized how beautiful draping lines and movement of fabric can be, especially the 
expression- I used to be nervous about illustrating it; but now in solitude I understand its therapeutic value. 
Overall this combination of character and flow; along with a shrieking sense of discomfort or terror, describes 
my verstaility to circumstance, good or bad. 



As well as captivates the 
essence of a very dire secret that though I have blocked; eats me away every day- my tears are bottled. If I cry or
mentally process this I not only jeopardize my success in my chosen profession but; also in my daily 
responsibilities.


